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CELEBRITY PREDICTIONS

Name:
Date of Birth:
Star Sign:
Chinese animal:
Shaman Animal:
Lucky Number:
Protection pendant:
Gem stone:
Flowers for her:
Cosmic card:
Ruling Planet:
Lucky Country:
Healing Colours:
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Kate Winslett
5th October 1975
Libra
wood rabbit
snake
8
sheep or pig
Jade
Bluebell
The star
Venus
Tibet
Pastel Green

What can we expect for Kate in the next coming months?
She is going to be using her intuition her natural gifts, her
insights and empathy to help children with special needs.
She has a talent and a natural wisdom to tune into
complicated situations. There is sadness and grief on a
personal matter but as quickly as that comes there is also
joy and emotional fulfilment. A little bit of
fluctuation of emotions and tension will be evident
between May and August. There is love of another
that will mean so much to her beyond words and a
willingness to share and express this out into the
open. She will have a genuine desire to go beyond
anything that she has ever felt before.

Mind, Body & Soul: The star cosmic card
The words to describe her mind body and soul is
fortitude, openness, beauty, gratitude and the energy
that is with her at this current time is harmony. She
has the ability within her aura to triumph and concur
even more extreme goals. I can see a book with
intimate details written about her on how she feels
being a woman, a mother, a wife, a career woman.
Her spiritual needs are very simple and down to
earth; she will become more connected to the divine
and nature.

What can we expect for romance?
With the work expectations and the high standards that
she creates for herself this will be quite a test, delays
and problems to practical solutions in as far as
planning to have more time with children can
be a conflict. Her current partner is her soul
mate but soul mates can also go through
testing times. This will be a journey of self
discovery for both of them.
I do see celebrations and too much of a
good thing can get in the way of all that
is well.
For more details on Sam’s workshops, psychic readings and life coaching,
visit www.psychicconnections.co.uk.
Celebrity Psychic Samantha Hamilton is offering deep insights into your
romance, love, soul mate readings Past, present & Future. A consultation
is £45.00. Call free on 0800-043 8149 for details.
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